Abstract
Introduction
As the size of real-time systems grows, from single board computers to blade systems and even comprising whole local area networks, the requirement for cheap and available real-time communication has increased rapidly. As commercially off the shelf (COTS) networking equipment usually have no or limited support for hard real-time guarantees there is a need for competent analysis tools.
In this paper we present a method for calculation of the packet delay in multi-hop switched networks when the packet offset is taken into account. The result is a tighter prediction of the delay compared to general methods used for packet delay analysis. Requiring a bounded packet offset might seem like a very strict requirement but when it comes to real-time systems determinism is often preferred over performance and flexibility. On the other hand, no intelligence is required in the network, just simple COTS, first come first serve (FCFS), store and forward, packet switches. The only traffic shaping that takes place is performed in the end nodes without any alterations of the network protocols.
Worst-case timing analysis of packet switched multihop networks have in many cases relied on traffic regulation, deadline scheduling or similar in intermediate nodes in some form [1] [2][3] [4] , or have focused on special cases of the traffic distribution [5] . However, in [6] the author presents a generic method for calculations of the delays in a multi-hop switched network where traffic shaping, in the form of earliest deadline first scheduling, is only allowed in the source nodes. The main drawback with this solution is that it is still somewhat pessimistic, taking into account situations that will not occur during runtime. Our suggested solution is to consider the packet offsets which limit the existence of packets to small time windows, which reduce the pessimism because of the increased knowledge of where and when a packet will exist. The argument for this solution is that the designer of a real-time system might prefer stability and predictability over flexibility and performance.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 the assumptions and system definition for the current work are outlined and described. In Section 3 the algorithm for calculation of the packet delay is presented. In Section 4, the parameters for the experiments are defined, while the experiments and the results are presented in Section 5. In Section 6 the whole paper and its results are concluded. Finally in Section 7 a number of different suggestions for future work are presented.
Assumptions and system definition
The focus of this work is to perform packet delay calculus for real-time computer systems with multiple nodes connected by a packet switched network with predictable routing, for the case where the interval of possible packet generation is known for each packet. The network consists of simple store and forward, FCFS, output queued switches that allow predictable routing, e.g. source routing or static routing tables. It is also assumed that all the resource scheduling is performed off-line and that the only type of real-time control is of the release time for the packets from the nodes. The analysis assumes a single top priority traffic class, but this could easily be generalized to allow prioritized traffic and traffic classes of lower priority. Despite this limitation of control the goal of this work is to derive the worst-case end-to-end delay for any packet entering the network (see Figure 1 ). Figure 1 . A packet enters the network from a source node at a known time. How large will the worst-case end-to-end delay be?
Packet-switched network
The system consists of N processor nodes, not necessarily of the same sort, connected by a switched network. The network is collision-free in the sense that only point-to-point links are used, and all bidirectional links are full-duplex links. The switches are output buffered, support store and forward and handle packets in FCFS order. The buffers in the switches are assumed to be large enough to avoid any buffer overflow for the traffic pattern applied. When passing a switch, s, there is an non-deterministic but bounded switch-dependent delay, X s . The cabling is considered to consist of short cables of similar length with a propagation delay of p i for link i. Since the switches are assumed to handle packets by store and forward, a transmission delay, tr i,j , is introduced for each hop, equaling the time it takes for a packet of size j bits to leave the sending queue onto link i, where tr i,MIN is the delay for a packet of minimal size.
Any node in the system can be scheduled to communicate with any other node in the system to which there is a path. The communication between two nodes consists of packets with real-time constraints, with at least the earliest allowed start time (EST) for sending a packet to the destination specified. To be able to handle packets with real-time constraints it is required that the nodes in the system are clock synchronized down to a deviation for any clock to less than ∆ from the global time T. This means that a packet sent from a late node to an early node will seem to arrive 2∆ later than if all nodes were perfectly synchronized. Because of node specific behavior, such as operating system task interference or cache or pipeline acceleration indeterminism, a packet scheduled for transmission at local time t will start its transmission in the frame t to t+ , where is the node-specific worst-case delay for such delays. It is assumed that all packets leaving a node have been off-line scheduled, which results in that the packet order from each node is known and preserved. In other words, if a packet is ready to be sent out from the node earlier than scheduled, transmission will still be delayed to the release time.
Although the end nodes are synchronized within a known factor, ∆, and all traffic has been off line scheduled, the packets are sent without any form of synchronization or traffic shaping when they once have entered the network. This leads to a queuing delay, c i , as a packet is passing a switch output queue out onto link i. However, because of the restriction on how packets are allowed to be released from a node (not ahead of time and in non overlapping order) the queuing delay for packets entering the outgoing link of a node will be 0. An overview of the delay components for a packet w of size |w| bits, going from node N1 to node N2 via the switch S1, is seen in Figure 2 . 
Algorithm
To be able to calculate a bounded worst-case delay for a packet being sent over a network it is essential that all interference leads to a bounded delay. This is the case in the fully packet-switched networks assumed. The reason for this is that all communications are buffered in the sense that no two nodes are competing for the same link resource at any time, but rather queued in order to access the link sequentially. The queuing delay will be possible to calculate and will depend on interference from packets from other links sharing the same output buffer. However, the delay that could be introduced when passing a switch still depends on possible interference from packets on other links and the chosen packet queuing order. As stated earlier, in this paper the queuing order is assumed to be FCFS.
To be able to calculate the queuing delay for a certain packet w in the buffer B i , connected to switch s via the link i, we have to know the earliest starting time (EST) and latest finishing time (LFT) for all possibly interfering packets as this will affect the total delay. To calculate the EST for next hop, EST′, for packet w as it enters the link i, we just add the minimal possible delay for the hop to the EST. The minimal per hop delay for a packet is the case where no packet queuing delay occurs and thus equals the sum of the switch dependent delay, X s , the propagation delay, p i , and the minimal transmission delay, tr i,MIN (see Equation 1) .
To calculate the LFT for the next hop, LFT′, the worstcase delay has to be calculated. Besides the switch dependent delay, X s and the propagation delay, p i , the worst-case transmission delay, tr i,|w| , where |w| is the packet size in bits, has to be taken into account along with the queuing delay, c i, caused by interference with other packets competing for the same buffer (see Equation 2) .
To be able to compete for the buffer the competing packets must be able to enter the queue at the LFT for packet w at latest. This leads to the fact that the LFT′ for a packet w in buffer B i depends on all packets destined for the buffer B i with an EST that is less or equal to the LFT of w.
To calculate the LFT′ for packet w, LFT w ′ , we need to know the worst-case buffer load at the LFT of w, LFT w , since this is the latest time at which packet w will be queued and thus no longer affected by interfering packets after that. The queuing delay c i will equal the transmission delay for all data in the buffer B i at LFT w .
To calculate the buffer state there is actually no need to calculate the contribution of each and every packet individually, the flows from each input could be generalized to worst-case data flows called work loads.
To generate a workload for a packet a from a link i to a buffer B j , we simply assume that the packet will be sent as tight as possible towards the LFT w . A workload for a single packet a, from the link i, with the EST equal to EST a , a transmission delay of tr i,|a| and a LFT equal to LFT a have three possible outcomes: If LFT a < LFT w then the workload will range from LFT a -tr i,|a| to LFT a , see And if EST a + tr i,MIN < LFT w < EST a +tr i,|a| then the workload will range from EST a to LFT w , see Figure 5 .
To generate the workload for a whole incoming link we have to consider two cases, either the packet workloads are overlapping or they are not overlapping.
In the case where a packet workload has no overlap the workload is simply the sum of the packet workloads. If two or more packet workloads are overlapping the result will be a single larger workload. For example, consider the two packets a and b that have overlapping packet workloads; the resulting workload will range from MAX (LFT a With all link workloads calculated it is now possible to calculate the buffer state. This is done by adding all workloads at incoming links and operating a smoothing operator over the resulting function to simulate the buffer behavior, that is; consume one unit data for each time unit if data is available. When LFT w is reached the buffer could be empty which means that the queuing delay was zero or the buffer could hold a number of data units that must be consumed from the buffer before the packet w will be sent. The transmission delay for the amount of data left in the buffer will equal the queuing delay, see Figure 7 . On a side note; a possible practical problem when designing the algorithm is that an evaluation of the delays for each possible point of time between 0 and LFT w will lead to an algorithm complexity dependent on the timing granularity. However, there is no need to evaluate the delay functions in all possible points of time; it is sufficient to check the points where any change of the underlying parameters are made. In practice this means that the number of evaluation points for each packet w is approximately the number of packets with an EST less or equal to LFT w .
Experiment set-up
To be able to use the algorithm described in the previous section to calculate individual packet delays, one of the requirements is that the delays for all packets the calculation depends on must be previously calculated. The feasibility of that task is strongly dependent on the traffic pattern, topology and the routing algorithm. In this paper we will make assumptions about the topology and routing algorithm that simplifies the calculations, while a further discussion on the general case will be found in the future work section. The topology chosen for the experiments is a binary tree, with the computation nodes in the leaves and switch nodes in the rest of the tree. This is done for clarity reasons; any tree topology could be used without any modification of the algorithm. Shortest path routing is used. This combination leads to a number of interesting properties. The shortest path in a binary tree (or any nonfat tree actually) results in a unique path for any source, destination pair. It is also possible to generate a relatively simple calculation order for the delay analysis of the packets that guarantees that all dependencies (LFTs and ESTs for earlier steps) are solved. When analyzing how the shortest path algorithm route packets over the topology it is evident that the buffers in the switches of the topology will be of one of two types, either an upward buffer or a downward buffer (see Figure 8 ). The delay analysis of packets in the upward buffers will only depend on packets from lower layers in the tree (see Figure 9 ) while packets in the downward buffers depend on both packets from upward buffers and downward buffers in the tree (see Figure 10) .
Our method to guarantee that there are no unsolved dependencies at any time is to start the calculations in the lowest layer and calculate delays for all upward buffers. When no more upward buffers are available the downward buffers are treated, starting at the root (top) node and working downwards through the layers. Besides topology and routing algorithm the operating system latencies, clock drift, cable delay, link data rate and internal switch delay have to be determined. Typical real-time operating systems have latencies in the range of microseconds to tens of microseconds. For this experiment it is assumed that the worst-case operating system delay is 10 microseconds, which is realistic [7] . The nodes are assumed to be clock synchronized but in practice there will be a clock drift in between synchronizations. However, typical clock drift in a clock synchronized wide area real-time system range from hundred nanoseconds up to microseconds [8] , so in this experiment it is assumed that the clock drift is negligible. It is assumed that all cables in the system are short, less than a meter, and of approximately same length which results in a cable delay in the nanosecond range, which is negligible. The internal switch delay is the worst-case delay for a packet passing through a switch excluding the queuing delay. This factor is in the micro second range and assumed to be identical for all switches and is set to 1 microsecond. Since it is assumed that store and forward switches are used there are no restrictions on allowing links of different data rate (it is supported by the algorithm as well) but to keep things simple in the experiment set-up all links in the system will have a data rate of 100 Mbit/s. For comparison, the duration of a packet with the selected data rate of 100 Mbit/s range from approximately ten microseconds up to approximately 100 microseconds. In our experiments we simulate balanced binary tree topologies with n=2 N leaf nodes and thus 2 N+1 -1 nodes. This way the number of leaf nodes uniquely describes the topology.
Traffic for the experiment should be randomly generated, meeting the requirements for the packets; fixed transmission order and that packets from the same source does not overlap. The parameters of a packet are source node, destination node, packet size, EST and LFT. To generate these parameters for a certain traffic intensity, TI, while guaranteeing the requirements, the following algorithm is used:
1 Randomly generate an EST a. Get a time offset, o t , by retrieving the LFT for the last packet generated at node s, or 0 if this is the first packet b.
Randomly generate a packet to packet time interspace, g, in ms with the expected value 62.56·((1/TI)-1) c.
Calculate the EST as g + o t d.
Calculate the LFT as the sum of EST, the operating system delay, φ, and the transmission delay for a packet of size p. This is repeated until there are packets with a LFT larger than the experiment length for all source nodes. The randomization distributions could of course be of any type, but in our case we decided on rectangular distributions.
Experiments
Given the experiment setup outlined in previous section, a number of experiments were performed for topologies with 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64 leaf nodes. Random packets were generated at a given traffic intensity and transmitted over the network. Above some level of traffic intensity the buffers in the hot spots will receive more data on average than they are able to transmit, thus the buffers will saturate. This will show very clearly when analyzing the worst-case packet delay, since the buffers are saturated, the delay will increase rapidly. To calculate this point we formulate the function for the average traffic intensity TOP through the top node of a balanced binary tree topology. According to previous section the destination for any packet is evenly distributed which means that with n end-nodes in total there will be n/2 possible destinations where the packet will pass through the top node. The probability that a packet will pass through the top node then equals to the number of positive outcomes (n/2) divided by the number of possible outcomes that is n-1. The traffic intensity at each source node is TI and saturation occurs when TOP is equal to 1 (see Equations 6 and 7). Table 1 . Saturation levels for different number of nodes in the topology.
If an experiment is repeated with the same parameters except for the length of the simulation the resulting worst-case delays will be close to the same in average for traffic intensities lower than the saturation level for the topology. However, for traffic intensities greater than the saturation level the longer experiment will show a greater increase in averaged worst-case delay, since there are saturated buffers. We decided to double the experiment length for each parameter set and plot the two curves side by side for comparison, resulting in experiment lengths of 10 ms and 20 ms respectively. For traffic intensities below the saturation level the both curves should keep close together and above the saturation level they should be spread apart. The experiments were repeated 100 times for each parameter setting and the average of the worst-case delay was plotted against the traffic intensity.
In Figures 11-15 it is seen that the delays start increasing before the calculated saturation points, which was expected behavior. For the experiment in Figure 11 the delay seems to increase linearly until approximately a traffic intensity of 60-70%, after which the delay turns into an exponential growth. In Figure 12 the change seems to come at a traffic intensity of 35%, in Figure 13 at a traffic intensity of 20%, in Figure 14 at a traffic intensity of 10-11%, and in Figure 15 at a traffic intensity of 5-6%.
Conclusions
The aim of this work has been to take advantage of the knowledge about packet offsets in the end nodes to generate tighter end-to-end delay estimates for packet switched traffic in COTS switched networks.
When experimentally evaluated, our algorithm shows results that behave as expected from the theoretical limitations for the type of networks that were used. It has also been shown that the algorithm is applicable for nontrivial cases consisting of up to 64 end-nodes with intensive traffic patterns.
Although the focus for this paper was to analyze the delay for single packets it is also possible to analyze the worst-case buffer utilization or for how long the system must remain silent to recover after a burst.
Future Work
The basis of this work was to formulate an algorithm that made it possible to calculate tight or non pessimistic boundaries on packet delays in switched networks. As shown in earlier sections this is possible in a deterministic number of steps. However, some of the requirements assumed in this paper might seem strict. In this section we will explain how some of these requirements could be relaxed. One of the requirements on the end nodes was that all traffic was off-line scheduled and that packets are of a known order and non-overlapping. This requirement was added to get a starting point in the calculations since each packet must have an EST and a LFT. However, as long as the packets on the first link have their EST and a LFT calculated neither order nor overlap avoidance is needed. To still be able to calculate these parameters we have to model the scheduling algorithm used in the end nodes. If it is assumed that the scheduler is a simple FCFS scheduler, it is the case that this could be modeled using one of the switch nodes, see Figure 16 . The parameters needed for the scheduler would be the release time (i.e. EST) and the deadline for sending (i.e. LST).
S S P P P P P P S P P P P P P Figure 16 . By introducing a virtual switch, the exact packet order does not have to be known.
The restriction in using store and forward switches could easily be relaxed since this is only affecting the timing variables that are added in each hop between the switches. So, with minor changes the algorithm will support cut through routing as well. Similarly for the choice of FCFS queuing, as long as interference is limited to the live span of the packet, any reasonable strategy should be possible to adapt to.
Another restriction introduced in this paper is the topology and routing restriction. This was introduced to make it very simple and straight forward to find the calculation order and avoiding circular dependencies. Instead of creating a situation where a calculation order is given it is possible to create a function that checks the number of unsolved dependencies a certain packet in a certain buffer has for the moment. This makes it possible to sort out those packets that do not have any unsolved dependencies and calculate their LFT. However, if the topology or routing requirements are relaxed this could result in circular dependency chains which prevent the hierarchical solving. The suggested solution for this is to break detected circular dependencies by introducing a pessimistic estimate for one of the packets in the dependency chain. The choice of the estimate could simply be the case where all unknown packets with dependencies are assumed to generate worst possible blocking. This is possible since, although the exact live span might be unknown, the worst-case workload of the packet is known, which makes it possible to calculate the LFT iteratively. When the maximum change in LFT of the packets in the chain is below a certain factor the iterations are stopped. Given that the initial estimate is truly pessimistic the results down the dependency chain will never be optimistic since a pessimistic input always generates a pessimistic output. It might be noted that if the difference in LFT for any packet reaches 0 this means that a stable solution has been reached. As an alternative there are other mildly restrictive solutions for avoidance of dependency chains, for example x-y routing or any other deadlock free protocol.
